Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome and pale ear: melanosome-making for the millennium.
Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome (HPS) is a rare autosomal recessive disorder characterized principally by oculocutaneous albinism, a bleeding tendency, and a ceroid-lipofuscin lysosomal storage disease. These clinical manifestations of HPS are associated with defects of multiple cytoplasmic organelles--melanosomes, platelet granules, and lysosomes--suggesting that the HPS gene product is involved in some shared feature of the biogenesis or functions of these diverse organelles. The HPS gene has been cloned, and a number of pathologic mutations of the gene have been identified. Functional studies indicate that the HPS protein is part of a high-molecular weight complex involved in the biogenesis of early melanosomes. Additional disorders with similarities to HPS have been identified in man, mouse, flies, and yeast, and it is rapidly becoming clear that understanding these disorders will shed new light on the mechanisms by which cells traffic newly synthesized proteins through the cytoplasm to assemble functional organelles.